FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS TRAVANCORE LTD
CLARIFICATIONS ON QUERIES RAISED BY VENDORS

Tender_No: 03102/2022-2023/E25320

Tender ID: 2022_FACT_685421_1

Queries Raised by bidders

1.

FACT Reply

Kindly confirm the Mobilization
notice which will be given?

Can be given

2.

Kindly confirm Tentative date of job
execution.

August , 2022

3.

Kindly confirm if 100% quantity in
top & bottom bed shall be
unloaded & loaded during each
mobilization event?

It is planned 100% quantity in top & bottom bed to
unload, clean & load in August , 2022

4.

Any minimum quantity
commitment during each
mobilization?

Payment is for the actual quantity unloaded, cleaned
and loaded in August 2022

5.

Any idle/standby duration we have
to consider in between unloading &
reloading ?

No

6.

All jobs from unloading to loading
etc to be considered under normal
atmospheric conditions or any
toxic/acidic/inert gas conditions to
be considered?

The Column will be handed over to you only after
water washing and air purging . The Oxygen
percentage in the column will be analysed before man
entry in the column.

7.

We not considering any breathing
apparatus/chemical suits for this
jobs. Kindly confirm if anything to
be considered as part of special
PPE.

PPEs are required.

8.

The crane, forklift, trailer,
farhana/Hydra required for the job
with operator & fuel will be
provided by FACT?

No and will be charged if provided

9.

Bags being provided by FACT is
small 25-5 kg bags or big jumbo
bags?

50 kg

(ATA 2022)

Queries Raised

FACT Reply

10.

Scaffolding & insulation jobs with
material & manpower will be
arranged by FACT separately?

Ladders are there up to the top of the column.
Insulation jobs are not there.

11.

Blinding/deblinding, manhole &
nozzle opening/boxup shall be
done by FACT separately?

Yes by FACT

12.

Bolt loosening/tightening such as
torqueing/tensioning if any shall be
done by FACT separately?

Yes by FACT

13.

Kindly confirm that FACT will
provide the Crane with operator &
fuel which will be required for
unloading & loading of our
equipments/containers during
mobilization & demobilization, site
setup.

No and will be charged if provided

14.

The cleaning to be done using
normal water spray? Or any
tank/chemical cleaning involved?
Who will do it? Any procedure?

Cleaning with water. The contractor has to do the
cleaning.

15.

Kindly provide GA drawing of the
equipment in which the packing
material/rasching rings to be
replaced.

Attached

16.

Job to be carried out on 8hrs per
day basis or 12hrs per day basis or
24hrs per day basis?

24 hrs

17.

How many days gate pass
procedure will be taking for
manpower?

2-3 days

18.

Any covid/quarantine protocol to
be followed
Kindly extend the due date of bid
submission by at least 2days so as
to submit our bid based on
clarification to our above raised
queries

yes

19.

The bid has been auto extended to 17.05.2022

